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him on this great migration. In a paradox, easier to fathom than that of the man himself, this was to become the fulcrum of Leballo's psychic make-up.
But it must have been the competing influences of the Christianised, 'modernised' side of Leballo's upbringing that made him respond to a call by a white man for Africans to enlist in a white man's army in order to fight in a white man's war. During the latter half of I940, Jan Hofmeyer, then Minister of Finance in Jan Smuts's Cabinet, came to Lovedale to deliver a speech concerning World War II and the South African Government's decision to commit troops to fight in it. Leballo, who had been at the College for about half a year, was one of the students who heard Hofmeyer speak, and was sufficiently impressed with the description of amy life, and the glory of being a soldier, that he decided to enlist. The fact that Leballo's father had served in a Basotho contingent in World War I provided his naive sense of heroism with further positive reinforcement. 3 Nevertheless, Leballo's decision to join the Union Defence Force was quite out of line with the general response by people of his social standing. Most of the educated Africans of the times had strong antiwar feelings, and the awkward loyalty to 'King and Empire' that had prompted many schooled, westernised Africans to serve in World War I had not survived the political and economic shocks of the intervening years.4 Many Africans had learned from bitter personal experience that the great western traditions of freedom and democracy that Hitler was threatening in Europe, and that the white regime was exhorting them to defend, were being denied on a daily basis inside South Africa. This lucidity often found angry expression. That the agitated critique frequently highlighted the material basis and repercussions of these denials of political rights is a clear indication that the black petty bourgeoisie was well aware that the racial component of South African capitalism was slowly pushing them as a class towards either proletarianisation or destitution.
NATIVE MILITARY CORPS
Leballo was apparently innured to these deterrents. Realising that he would probably be recognised and sent back to school were he to try and enlist in the small town of Alice, Leballo sought out the anonymity 3 Letter from Leballo to 0. B. Bull, 14 May I947; correspondence re. Lovedale riots, Cory Library, Grahamstown. 4 Cf. Albert Grundlingh, Fighting Their Own War Johannesburg, I987).
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I have chosen to describe what was most probably his actual army career -not as others dutifully recorded his representation of thispartly to set the record straight, but also to show that the everyday achievements of black soldiers (African, Coloured, and Indian) in South Africa's armed forces were formidable enough on their own.
They did not need acts of extraordinary heroism testifying on their behalf. Their experiences provide a clear example of the intimate connection between the modern army and the development of generalised labour. Beneath the grotesque counterfeit of the heroic soldier (of which Leballo's legend is but one tiny reflection) lies a sobering reality. Armies are not arenas of great men and great deeds: these are merely exceptional and incidental by-products. Rather armies are extortionately cheap and extremely perilous forms of wage labour. As such they mirror the social relations of the societies that spawn them.
Thus the South African army was run, not only on hierarchical lines, but on strictly segregated ones as well. Black South Africans were recruited to perform the same back-breaking and menial tasks in the theatre of war as they were required to do at home. Many did end up on the frontlines, and some even were eventually armed -usually with captured enemy weapons -in spite of the absurd but revealing injunction forbidding black soldiers to carry weapons other than assegais or knobkierries. This does not mean that they were regarded as fighting forces. They ended up at the frontlines because that was where their labour as orderlies, cooks, drivers, stretcher bearers, and road builders was needed.
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Hand in hand with the social and economic function of the hard labour of black recruits went the internal organisation of the army.
Living arrangements and conditions, for example, were almost identical to those in South Africa's mining compounds, where the workers were also forced to obey orders, and to accept the ignomies of rank, command structure, and authoritarian discipline. There too, Africans were placed in life-threatening situations, and subjected to constant physical danger with neither adequate compensation nor personal protection. In the mines, as in the army, Africans were housed in barracks -in fact, the compounds of several mining companies were leased to the N.M.C. during the war in order to accommodate black soldiers who were undergoing basic training before being sent to the frontlines. By the time Leballo attested in Krugersdorp, seven compounds, able to accommodate 7,750 'natives', had been leased from mining companies.7
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The Abyssinian Campaign

Inveterate Travelling in North Africa
By June I941 the South African offensive in Abyssinia was over, and the triumphant ist Division was sent to North Africa to bolster the Allied defences in preparation for Rommel's pending offensive. Leballo disembarked in Suez on I I July after a tortuous journey by sea from Mogadishu. There is little doubt that crowded conditions, vile food, endless inspections, and the boarding up of portholes in accordance with 'black-out regulations' had combined to turn the voyage into a nightmare.
Leballo later claimed that the ship carrying his contingent was sunk between Alexandria and Crete, and that he was rescued by Turkish sailors and somehow returned to the South African army-a surprisingly inaccurate extravagation for someone who, as a general rule, tried to provide his embellishments with a touch of credibility by being faithful to historical, chronological, and geographical details. Leballo certainly did not travel by boat beyond Suez, and his disembarkation was evidently quite routine. However, on numerous But what threatened many white South Africans most of all, and drove the repressed and the reactionary in the Union into paroxysms of moral frenzy, was the fact that the fleshpots of the region were available at the going market prices to all soldiers, irrespective of race. Thus black South Africans 'were allowed to drink in the same canteens, also in bars in Cairo, and when they get back they will want to take out our women just as they do here'.15 Although it is possible that Leballo as a devout, teetotal Anglican foreswore both women and wine, the racial and national polyglot of Allied-occupied Cairo made a lasting impact on his psyche.
Tales of Prisoners of War and Courts Martial
In contrast to the reticence showed when discussing his personal experience of the Eritrean campaign, Leballo was expansive about his participation in the desert war of North Africa. Never one to miss the opportunity to vividly embroider the humdrum tapestry of everyday life, Leballo insisted in interviews with prominent researchers that he had twice been taken prisoner, first at Sidi Rezegh and then again at Tobruk, and that he had been court-martialled and given a death sentence (commuted by General Alexander) for leading a revolt against discriminatory practices in the Union Defence Force. 16 These two claims are so startling that they warrant close examination, but before that can be done some elaboration is necessary. If one reconstructs Leballo's personal account from the interesting items that are scattered in numerous sources, the following colourful picture emerges. Leballo was captured at Sidi Rezegh, after a German tank had flushed him out of the foxhole in which he had been hiding. But what threatened many white South Africans most of all, and drove the repressed and the reactionary in the Union into paroxysms of moral frenzy, was the fact that the fleshpots of the region were available at the going market prices to all soldiers, irrespective of race. Thus black South Africans 'were allowed to drink in the same canteens, also in bars in Cairo, and when they get back they will want to take out our women just as they do here'.15 Although it is possible that Leballo as a devout, teetotal Anglican foreswore both women and wine, the racial and national polyglot of Allied-occupied Cairo made a lasting impact on his psyche.
In contrast to the reticence showed when discussing his personal experience of the Eritrean campaign, Leballo was expansive about his participation in the desert war of North Africa. Never one to miss the opportunity to vividly embroider the humdrum tapestry of everyday life, Leballo insisted in interviews with prominent researchers that he had twice been taken prisoner, first at Sidi Rezegh and then again at Tobruk, and that he had been court-martialled and given a death sentence (commuted by General Alexander) for leading a revolt against discriminatory practices in the Union Defence Force. 16 These two claims are so startling that they warrant close examination, but before that can be done some elaboration is necessary. If one reconstructs Leballo's personal account from the interesting items that are scattered in numerous sources, the following colourful picture emerges. Leballo was captured at Sidi Rezegh, after a German tank had flushed him out of the foxhole in which he had been hiding. It is not surprising that there were scores of incidents of passive defiance and personal insubordination by black soldiers. Given that all those around them in the theatres of war were armed to the teeth it is not surprising that discontent was often suffocated before it blossomed into full-scale rebellion. Acutely aware of the fact that guns trained on the enemy could easily be turned on those who tried to fight against their oppression, black South African soldiers resorted to forms of resistance that were easier to implement, and more likely of at least alleviating individual conditions.
Intentional inefficiency was another common form of defiance. In a clear case of racist ideology reinforcing the doctrinaire stupidity of the army, laziness and ineptitude were officially explained as being death as a result of his leadership in the mutiny, and that he was reprieved at the intervention of General Alexander. We are left to conclude for ourselves that the grievances were not redressed, and that the collapse of Tobruk diverted attention from these matters.
What It is not surprising that there were scores of incidents of passive defiance and personal insubordination by black soldiers. Given that all those around them in the theatres of war were armed to the teeth it is not surprising that discontent was often suffocated before it blossomed into full-scale rebellion. Acutely aware of the fact that guns trained on the enemy could easily be turned on those who tried to fight against their oppression, black South African soldiers resorted to forms of resistance that were easier to implement, and more likely of at least alleviating individual conditions.
Intentional inefficiency was another common form of defiance. In a clear case of racist ideology reinforcing the doctrinaire stupidity of the army, laziness and ineptitude were officially explained as being symptomatic of the racial degeneracy of'non-Europeans', but at the same time it was argued that these ailments responded to treatment with heavy doses of discipline and punishment. A similar therapy was invariably suggested for drunkenness and dagga-smoking, both of them extensively practised forms of insubordination. Hierarchical intolerance of the use of alcohol and narcotics often had a distinctly racist flavour. Whereas substance abuse by white troops was explained in terms of individual pathology, the same behaviour by blacks was considered to be inescapable proof of their natural profligacy.24
To some extent disturbances at the frontline were muted by the traumas and hardships that all troops in a combat zone inevitably endured. No such levelling experience could blunt the edge of the frustration of black troops who returned to, or were stationed within the borders of, the Union of South Africa. When Leballo was repatriated in November I943, on the grounds of what must remain vaguely described as some form of recalcitrant behaviour, he returned to a turbulent environment. The discontent that was a grumbling undercurrent in North Africa, punctuated now and then by an angry outcry, was a torrent of rage in 'non-European' army barracks throughout the Union.
Many returning soldiers did not find it easy to settle into civilian life. Native Commissioners in distant corners of the country were deeply disturbed by the obduracy of demobilised troops who were no longer prepared to suffer their oppression in silence. The Native Commissioner of Sekukuniland, having been twice molested by ex-soldiers in his district, had to resort to police protection when he made his monthly payments to the wives and dependents of soldiers.25 Such incidents of insubordination were widespread.
Less frequent but better documented were acts of collective resistance, including at least 15 riots recorded from November I942 to October 1943. This is a startling statistic, given the repressive conditions in army barracks, the limited resources available to potential mutineers, the isolation of the different units, and the brute force at the disposal of loyal troops. In quite a number of the incidents that occurred during I942-3, the commanding officers of the rioting troops had to call for outside assistance, which, without fail, arrived in the form of white infantry-men backed up with tanks.
The return from the slightly less-fettered social environment at the symptomatic of the racial degeneracy of'non-Europeans', but at the same time it was argued that these ailments responded to treatment with heavy doses of discipline and punishment. A similar therapy was invariably suggested for drunkenness and dagga-smoking, both of them extensively practised forms of insubordination. Hierarchical intolerance of the use of alcohol and narcotics often had a distinctly racist flavour. Whereas substance abuse by white troops was explained in terms of individual pathology, the same behaviour by blacks was considered to be inescapable proof of their natural profligacy.24
To some extent disturbances at the frontline were muted by the traumas and hardships that all troops in a combat zone inevitably the context in which he was operating, this ever-resourceful young Mosotho was able to maximise his options. On the grounds of his war experiences Leballo applied to the Directorate of Demobilisation for a subsistence allowance, and succeeded in securing a grant of 0Ioo, a sizeable sum when contrasted with the gratuity of 5s. per month which was awarded to African soldiers on demobilisation.26 He was granted the allowance on the grounds of a declaration in which he claimed his mother, wife, child, and three sisters as dependents. This was a deliberate and understandable fabrication, quite in keeping with Leballo's highly developed sense of self-aggrandisement, as well as his increasing scorn for white authority. The fact of the matter was that Leballo supported neither his mother nor his sisters, and that he had in large part re-entered the educational system for the financial assistance that it had to offer.
Leballo also applied to the Governor-General's War Fund for a study grant of 1I5o, payable over three years,27 and hence by means of some adroit manoeuvring had parlayed the pittance provided by the state to African World War II veterans into a tidy security. However, in typical cavalier style Leballo was soon to jeopardise the fruits he had gleaned from one white authoritarian structure by flouting the rules of another. Barely six months after his return to Lovedale, Leballo was implicated in a spate of student disturbances which were grave enough to send white 'friends of the natives' into a paroxysm of anger and disbelief.
Rioting and Recrimination
On the night of 7 August I946, between I00-200 male students went on a rampage that shook the serenity of Lovedale College. They stoned the classrooms and residences of this rural mission establishment, and made unsuccessful attempts to cut the electrical power and telephone lines, and to start numerous fires. The police at Alice were contacted, and their arrival occasioned fresh scenes of confrontation. The outbreak being regarded as one of public violence, the police announced that the matter was beyond the jurisdiction of the Lovedale authorities. The students then withdrew to Black Hill, a koppie behind the institution, whereupon the police contingent, now bolstered by white members of the Lovedale staff, as well as by white civilians from the nearby town, the context in which he was operating, this ever-resourceful young Mosotho was able to maximise his options. On the grounds of his war experiences Leballo applied to the Directorate of Demobilisation for a subsistence allowance, and succeeded in securing a grant of 0Ioo, a sizeable sum when contrasted with the gratuity of 5s. per month which was awarded to African soldiers on demobilisation.26 He was granted the allowance on the grounds of a declaration in which he claimed his mother, wife, child, and three sisters as dependents. This was a deliberate and understandable fabrication, quite in keeping with Leballo's highly developed sense of self-aggrandisement, as well as his increasing scorn for white authority. The fact of the matter was that Leballo supported neither his mother nor his sisters, and that he had in large part re-entered the educational system for the financial assistance that it had to offer.
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On the night of 7 August I946, between I00-200 male students went on a rampage that shook the serenity of Lovedale College. They stoned the classrooms and residences of this rural mission establishment, and made unsuccessful attempts to cut the electrical power and telephone lines, and to start numerous fires. The police at Alice were contacted, and their arrival occasioned fresh scenes of confrontation. The outbreak being regarded as one of public violence, the police announced that the matter was beyond the jurisdiction of the Lovedale authorities. The students then withdrew to Black Hill, a koppie behind the institution, whereupon the police contingent, now bolstered by white members of the Lovedale staff, as well as by white civilians from the nearby town, threw a cordon around the rioters and waited out the night. At dawn I57 students were arrested and marched to the Alice jail. 28 On the Saturday after the riots, the rest of the student body marched on Alice to visit their imprisoned classmates, against the orders of the Principal, Reverend R. W. Shepherd. On Sunday, church services were boycotted, and that evening stones were again thrown. A letter of defiance was handed to Shepherd in which it was stated that classes would be boycotted indefinitely by 'the unanimous decision of the majority of the students of Lovedale Boys Boarding Department'. Still very much tied to the 'civilised' conventions instilled in them by the institution that their contemporaries had tried to reduce to ashes, they conclude the letter with 'We beg to be yours obediently, THE STUDENTS'.29
On Monday only 30 attended classes out of a total of 62, whereupon the authorities decided to close Lovedale forthwith. An announcement to that effect was greeted with applause when read by Shepherd in both the male and female dining halls, and the College did not reopen for a full nine weeks.
A few days after the riots the I57 imprisoned students appeared in the Alice municipal court, where all but five were found guilty of public violence: 84 under the age of 19 were sentenced to receive cuts with a light cane, while the remainder were fined f5 each, with the alternative of two months in prison.30 That, however, was only the beginning of the punitive action taken against the students. In their letter to Shepherd they had expressed 'their unanimous opinion that after a verdict has been given by the legal court, Lovedale must not give them a double punishment'. The institution paid them scant attention. There were hardly any calls for tolerance and forgiveness. Recrimination was the order of the day.
After a specially appointed disciplinary committee had investigated all the cases individually, the Senate responded to its recommendations by planning to expel I97 By the time this arrived on Shepherd's desk, however, the completed questionnaires from some of the more compliant students had begun to yield some confessions and disclosures, although most, like Leballo's, had been returned either unanswered or with painstakingly obtuse and intentionally non-incriminating replies. Indeed, the similarity of the responses suggests that there had been some elaborate planning behind the strikes.33 Those involved had anticipated that the Lovedale authorities would apply considerable pressure on students in order to uncover, and if necessary create, 'ringleaders', thereby shifting the focus away from the need to address legitimate grievances. The prime motivators behind the riots had only one response to this predictable tactic: they warned students that the cost of collaboration would be injury or death.
For some the threat of physical violence from fellow students was less 31 Letter from Kerr to Shepherd, dated 17 December I946; ibid. A(5). 32 Letter from Leballo to Shepherd, dated 2 September I946; ibid. A(2). 33 Ibid. At least a hundred of the questionnaires have been preserved in this collection, with not a scrap of incriminating evidence in any of them. By the time this arrived on Shepherd's desk, however, the completed questionnaires from some of the more compliant students had begun to yield some confessions and disclosures, although most, like Leballo's, had been returned either unanswered or with painstakingly obtuse and intentionally non-incriminating replies. Indeed, the similarity of the responses suggests that there had been some elaborate planning behind the strikes.33 Those involved had anticipated that the Lovedale authorities would apply considerable pressure on students in order to uncover, and if necessary create, 'ringleaders', thereby shifting the focus away from the need to address legitimate grievances. The prime motivators behind the riots had only one response to this predictable tactic: they warned students that the cost of collaboration would be injury or death.
For some the threat of physical violence from fellow students was less 31 Letter For most people in such a situation any remaining hopes for readmission to Lovedale, and the attendant rite of passage into the African intelligentsia, would have disintegrated. But Leballo was gifted with a thick-skinned tenacity, and within days his reply was on its way to Alice.
Since it was impossible to retract his claim that he had been with Makalima and Matlhare, or to try to cast doubt on the validity of the rejoinder extracted by Shepherd, Leballo had to seek a more subtle defence. 'Mr. Makalima's statements are not entirely contradictory to mine', he wrote, before pointing out that his dormitory was one of the last buildings to be stoned, and that he was one of the last students to leave.46 This kind of circumstantial counter-argument might have received a sympathetic hearing from an impartial inquiry, but from Shepherd and his disciplinary committee it was rejected out of hand, reaffirming the arbitrary and authoritarian manner in which the Lovedale authorities handled the crisis. The information extracted from the questionnaires, the interviews, and the letters from unsuspecting or compromised students was regarded as sufficient evidence on which to decide on dismissals. The students had neither the means nor the opportunity to familiarise themselves with accusations and to answer them. As Leballo's brash self-assurance got whittled away by gnawing anxieties about money and career opportunities, he began to discern At the beginning of December I946, Leballo was finally informed of bureaucratic decisions that had been made without his knowledge, and which seriously jeopardised his material predicament. In a curt memorandum, Shepherd explained that a cheque made out in Leballo's favour had been returned to the Governor-General's War Fund, that the form from the Union Education Department had been returned unsigned, that no arrangements had been made for him to sit examinations that year, and that the Discipline Committee had recommended to the Senate that he should not be allowed to return to Lovedale.48 Shepherd had been left unmoved by Leballo's pleas of innocence, betrayals of fellow-students, outbursts of anger, and hints of dismay at being deceived. Appeals for mercy and acts of duplicity having failed thick-skinned tenacity, and within days his reply was on its way to Alice.
Since it was impossible to retract his claim that he had been with Makalima and Matlhare, or to try to cast doubt on the validity of the rejoinder extracted by Shepherd, Leballo had to seek a more subtle defence. 'Mr. Makalima's statements are not entirely contradictory to mine', he wrote, before pointing out that his dormitory was one of the last buildings to be stoned, and that he was one of the last students to leave.46 This kind of circumstantial counter-argument might have received a sympathetic hearing from an impartial inquiry, but from Shepherd and his disciplinary committee it was rejected out of hand, reaffirming the arbitrary and authoritarian manner in which the Lovedale authorities handled the crisis. The information extracted from the questionnaires, the interviews, and the letters from unsuspecting or compromised students was regarded as sufficient evidence on which to decide on dismissals. The students had neither the means nor the opportunity to familiarise themselves with accusations and to answer them. As Leballo's brash self-assurance got whittled away by gnawing anxieties about money and career opportunities, he began to discern At the beginning of December I946, Leballo was finally informed of bureaucratic decisions that had been made without his knowledge, and which seriously jeopardised his material predicament. In a curt memorandum, Shepherd explained that a cheque made out in Leballo's favour had been returned to the Governor-General's War Fund, that the form from the Union Education Department had been returned unsigned, that no arrangements had been made for him to sit examinations that year, and that the Discipline Committee had recommended to the Senate that he should not be allowed to return to Lovedale.48 Shepherd had been left unmoved by Leballo's pleas of innocence, betrayals of fellow-students, outbursts of anger, and hints of dismay at being deceived. Appeals for mercy and acts of duplicity having failed 46 
Placing Difficulties in Leballo's Way
In the meantime Leballo had managed to find a job as a temporary teacher at a school attached to the Anglican mission in Lady Selborne. It was here that he first came into contact with the Reverend John Arthur Arrowsmith-Maund, who he was to accuse a few years later of fathering a child by an African school teacher. Although the Anglican authorities did not take the charge seriously, the matter gained enough prominence in the early I950s to catapult Leballo into the political limelight for the first time.50 Given the severity of his conflicts with two prominent Anglican ministers and, on both occasions, the off-hand manner in which his point of view was dismissed by paternalistic institutions, it is not surprising that Leballo later became an impassioned opponent to co-operation between African nationalists and white radicals.
In May I947 the Reverend Shepherd went on leave from Lovedale, 
In May I947 the Reverend Shepherd went on leave from Lovedale, Further to the correspondence which has passed in regard to yourself and your conduct here last year, I regret to have to inform you that the decision of the Lovedale Governing Council is that you cannot be re-admitted to Lovedale. Should you wish to enter another institution and its principal be willing to accept you after referring the application to this office, we shall not put any difficulties in your way.51
Leballo was to write one final letter to Lovedale. This was in October Further to the correspondence which has passed in regard to yourself and your conduct here last year, I regret to have to inform you that the decision of the Lovedale Governing Council is that you cannot be re-admitted to Lovedale. Should you wish to enter another institution and its principal be willing to accept you after referring the application to this office, we shall not put any difficulties in your way.51
Leballo was to write one final letter to Lovedale. This was in October I947, when he applied to be readmitted the following calendar year. One paragraph in particular warrants quoting, since it shows howWhat is clear from the sequence of events which have been outlined above is that Leballo's negative characteristics, as well as his considerable political attributes -notably his antipathy towards authority, his natural taste for subversion, his considerable powers of persuasion -were all ways in which this young man orientated himself towards the material exigencies of his daily life. And the most pressing motivation for Leballo and for many Africans of similar social and economic standing was to vigorously defend their petty-bourgeois status. The repressive conditions that this social class had to endure because of race capitalism guaranteed that this resilience often spilled into overt resistance. As soon as the options to escape proletarianisation began to close, this class was faced with one of two choices -either to capitulate or to resist. Although most of them chose resistance at some stage in their lives, they also seized the opportunity to seek accommodation with the social forces that threatened their status, either when the options to escape proletarianisation began to open again, or when resistance seemed to offer fewer material rewards than compromise. In Leballo's case it was the latter exigency that prompted him to engage the Reverend Shepherd in lengthy correspondence.
The cliche which likens life to a drama evokes a fact so obvious as to need no discussion. There is widespread confusion between play-acting and real life. In the arena of political protest it is the demagogues, in particular, who fuse organised appearances with real life. They reify lived experience at the same time that they give it popular expression. It was primarily as an orator that Potlako Leballo was to achieve political prominence. His talent for manipulating language and dramatising actual events earned him -and eventually lost him -the leadership of the P.A.C. It is therefore appropriate for a social historian to stack his frequently manufactured achievements against the real experiences of common people. In the process one is able to show that in order to become great men or women, leaders frequently step beyond, and stoop below, the reality of the smallest individual life.
What is clear from the sequence of events which have been outlined above is that Leballo's negative characteristics, as well as his considerable political attributes -notably his antipathy towards authority, his natural taste for subversion, his considerable powers of persuasion -were all ways in which this young man orientated himself towards the material exigencies of his daily life. And the most pressing motivation for Leballo and for many Africans of similar social and economic standing was to vigorously defend their petty-bourgeois status. The repressive conditions that this social class had to endure because of race capitalism guaranteed that this resilience often spilled into overt resistance. As soon as the options to escape proletarianisation began to close, this class was faced with one of two choices -either to capitulate or to resist. Although most of them chose resistance at some stage in their lives, they also seized the opportunity to seek accommodation with the social forces that threatened their status, either when the options to escape proletarianisation began to open again, or when resistance seemed to offer fewer material rewards than compromise. In Leballo's case it was the latter exigency that prompted him to engage the Reverend Shepherd in lengthy correspondence.
